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Abstract

Congestion in large cities is responsible for extra travel time, noise, air
pollution, CO2 emissions, and more. Transport is one of the main recog-
nized contributors to global warming and climate change, which is getting
increasing attention from authorities and societies around the world. Better
utilization of existing resources by Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and
digital technologies are recognized by the European Commission as technolo-
gies with enormous potential to lower the negative impacts associated with
high traffic volumes in urban areas.

The main focus of this work is on short-term traffic prediction, which is an
essential tool in ITS. In combination with providing information, it enables
proactive decisions to decrease severity of congestion that occurs regularly
or is caused by incidents. The main contribution of this work is to develop
a methodological framework and prove its enhancing effects on short-term
prediction in the context of large-scale transport networks. It is expected to
contribute to more robust and accurate predictions of ITS in traffic manage-
ment centers.

Traffic patterns in large-scale networks, including urban streets, can be
heterogeneous during the day and from day-to-day. This work investigates
spatio-temporal clustering of heterogeneous data sets to smaller, more homo-
geneous data sub-sets. This is expected to produce more robust, accurate,
scalable, and cost-effective prediction models.

This thesis is the collection of five papers that contribute to enhancing
short-term traffic prediction in this context. The clustering is recognized
to boost prediction performance in Papers II, III, IV, and V. Paper II con-
siders network partitioning and the last three papers study day clustering.
The prediction models used across included papers are naive historical mean
prediction models and more advanced prediction models such as probabilis-
tic principal component analysis (PPCA) and exponential smoothing. Paper
I considers and facilitates floating car data (FCD) as a cost-effective oppor-
tunistic source of speed and travel time data with extensive network coverage.

Common practice in determining the number of clusters is to rely on
internal evaluation indices, and these are very efficient but isolated from ap-
plication. Paper IV tests this practice by also considering performance in
short-term prediction application. Our results show that relying on these in-
dices can lead to a loss of prediction accuracy of about 20% depending on the
considered prediction model. Dimensionality reduction has a minimal effect
on the resulting prediction performance, but clustering needs 20 times less
computational time and only 0.1% of the original information.

Finally, in Paper V, we look at similarities of representative day clus-
ters recognized by speed and flows. Furthermore, the interchangeability of
speed day-type centroids for flow when predicting speeds has proven to be
robust, which is not a case for predicting flows by speed day-type centroids
and observations.





Sammanfattning

Trängsel i storstäderna leder till extra restid, buller, luftföroreningar, kol-
dioxidutsläpp med mera. Transporter är en av de främsta erkända bidrags-
givarna till global uppvärmning och klimatförändringar, som får allt större
uppmärksamhet från myndigheter och samhällen runt om i världen. Bättre
utnyttjande av befintliga resurser genom intelligenta transportsystem (ITS)
och digital teknik identifieras av Europeiska kommissionen som teknik med en
enorm potential att minska ovanstående negativa effekter kopplade till stora
trafikvolymer i stadsområden.

Huvudfokus i detta arbete ligger påkortsiktiga trafikprognoser, som är ett
viktigt verktyg inom ITS. I kombination med informationsförsörjning möjlig-
gör de proaktiva beslut för att minska omfattningen av trafikstockningar som
uppstår regelbundet eller orsakas av incidenter. Det viktigaste bidraget i detta
arbete är att utveckla ett metodologiskt ramverk och bevisa dess förbättran-
de effekter påkortsiktiga prognoser för storskaliga transportnät. Det förväntas
bidra till mer robusta och exakta prognoser av ITS i trafikledningscentraler.

Trafikmönster i storskaliga nät, inklusive stadsgator, kan vara heteroge-
na under dagen och från dag till dag. I detta arbete undersöks rumslig och
temporal klustring av heterogena datamängder till mindre, mer homogena
datamängder. Detta förväntas ge mer robusta, exakta, skalbara och kost-
nadseffektiva prognosmodeller.

Avhandlingen är en samling av fem artiklar som bidrar till att förbättra
kortsiktiga trafikprognoser i detta sammanhang. Klustring påvisas öka predik-
tionsprestandan i artiklar II, III, IV och V. I artikel II beaktas nätverksupp-
delning och i de tre sista dokumenten klusterbildning. De prediktionsmodel-
ler som används i de inkluderade artiklarna är naiva historiska medelvär-
desprediktionsmodeller och mer avancerade parametriska prediktionsmodel-
ler, t.ex. probabilistisk principalkomponentanalys (PPCA) och exponentiell
utjämning. I artikel I beaktas och utnyttjas probfordonsdata (FCD) som en
kostnadseffektiv opportunistisk källa till hastighets- och restidsdata med om-
fattande nätverkstäckning.

Den vedertagna metoden för att bestämma antalet kluster är att förlita
sig påinterna utvärderingsindex, och dessa är mycket effektiva men isolerade
från tillämpningen. I uppsats IV testas denna praxis genom att även be-
akta prestandan i en tillämpning för korttidsprognoser. Våra resultat visar
att om man förlitar sig pådessa index kan det leda till en förlust av predik-
tionsprestanda påcirka 20% beroende påvilken prognosmodell som används.
Dimensionalitetsminskning har en minimal effekt påden resulterande predik-
tionsprestandan, men klusterbildning kräver 20 gånger mindre beräkningstid
och endast 0,1% av den ursprungliga informationen.

Slutligen undersöker vi i artikel V likheterna mellan representativa dags-
kluster som bildas genom hastighet respektive flöden. Dessutom visar sig ut-
bytbarheten av dagstypcentroider från hastigheter till flöden robust vid pre-
diktion av hastigheter , vilket inte är fallet när det gäller prediktion av flöden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Increasing congestion in large cities, including Stockholm, is responsible for ex-
tra travel time, noise, air pollution, CO2 emissions, and more. CO2 and other
greenhouse gas emissions related to traffic contribute to global warming. Global
warming and climate change are pressing issues that get more and more attention
from authorities and societies around the world. Nowadays, we can already ex-
perience severe consequences such as intense floods, wildfire, heat waves, stronger
hurricanes, storms, etc., which are consequences of such climate changes.

The transport sector is recognized as a main contributor of CO2 emissions in
United States (US), responsible for 29% [58] and for almost a 25% in European
Union (EU) [23]. Globally, in 2010 it has been estimated that the transport sector
is responsible for 14% of CO2 emissions [57]. Specifically in the European Union,
road transport is responsible for 70% of transport greenhouse gas emissions [18]
and a significant part of the air pollution. Transport in urban areas and large cities
is responsible for 23% of the total EU’s greenhouse gas emissions.

Digital technologies and better optimization in transport are recognized by Eu-
ropean Commission [18] as tools with enormous potential to lower CO2, greenhouse
gas emissions and air pollution in urban areas. The combination of cost-effective
sensors, traffic-related data collection, and open-data initiatives has led to a signif-
icant evolution of technology-driven Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) to data-
driven ITS in the last two decades. This evolution is noticed in both research
literature and practice [40, 65]. Data-driven ITS has enormous potential to bet-
ter utilize transport and existing resources during congestion or incidents and help
decrease congestion and associated CO2 emissions, air pollution, and noise. It is
noteworthy to highlight that it contributes to greater welfare, public health, and
universal well-being in large cities.

Congestion and associated extra travel time could result from high traffic vol-
umes that cannot be served adequately by existing infrastructure supply or incidents
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

that affect the supply.
Stockholm, which is also the case study in this thesis, has been ranked by

TomTom [56] in 2016 as the 92nd worldwide most congested city experiencing an
average of 28% extra travel time, measured as a percentage of the free-flow travel
time. In 2019, it ranked 169 with an average 27% extra travel time. During the
morning peak, the extra travel time was about 50% and in the more severe evening
peak about 60%. Around the globe, this has been affected by the 2020 Covid-19
pandemic. Working from home and closed schools resulted in a decrease in traffic
and changes in commuting patterns. For Stockholm, the average extra travel time
dropped to 23%, 34% for the morning, and 51% for the evening peak. Although
commuting and work habits have changed, congestion still exists and causes extra
travel time. Furthermore, this is expected to return to pre-pandemic volumes.

Data-driven ITSs are still evolving in connection to data availability and ad-
vancements in machine-learning and artificial intelligence. Learning and under-
standing historical patterns are essential to many applications of ITS. The main
aim of ITS is better utilization of existing resources, and thus, better traffic man-
agement that decreases or avoids the negative impacts of the regular or irregular
congestion caused by incidents. Moreover, according to [65] future data-driven ITS
should be pro-active, people-centric, and support scenario-oriented traffic manage-
ment. All three of these challenges have one aspect in common – the crucial need for
deep understanding of historical patterns and robust, accurate, cost-effective pre-
diction capability to gain the most of these high-level services. The success of ITS
in the real world can be measured by decreased congestion, travel time, pollution,
noise, and CO2 emissions.

The conceptual problem that this thesis deals with is short-term traffic pre-
diction in the context of large city networks and its applications in data-driven
ITS. Based on literature review, current practice, and state-of-the-art, we identify
research gaps and opportunities. This is discussed in detail in the subsequent chap-
ter. We formulate how short-term traffic prediction for large-scale heterogeneous
networks that include urban streets can be facilitated and enhanced with respect
to the recognized state-of-the-art and current practice.

Short-term prediction in the context of extensive urban networks is a very chal-
lenging and complex problem. According to Vlahogianni et al. [61], this needs
more attention in the literature, and it starts with traffic data collection. In addi-
tion, many complex simulation-model-based or artificial neural network prediction
models are very challenging to calibrate. Thus, in practice, simpler naive predic-
tion models have often been used instead [59]. With this thesis, we propose a
methodological framework that can help enhance the prediction performance for
large networks by using spatio-temporal clustering. Clustering can help split het-
erogeneous data sets into smaller homogeneous data sub-sets so prediction models
can boost their prediction performance and reduce computational costs. This is
shown in this work and has also been highlighted just recently by Laña et al. [40].
In this way, this doctoral thesis contributes to the future evolution of data-driven
ITS and better utilization of existing resources.
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1.2 Data-driven intelligent transport systems

The systems used to observe, capture, utilize, and control the traffic or transport
are called Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). Originally, ITS primarily focused
on the technology of collecting and processing traffic measurements [65]. These
observations have been used to support traffic control during congestion or incident
response. Early ITSs were mainly reactive.

This has changed with learning and understanding of historical patterns that en-
able forecasting and short-term traffic prediction. Historical databases and pattern
recognition provide a foundation for learning-driven ITS, pro-active traffic man-
agement applications, and information provided to travelers (people-centric). The
combination of these components with an increasing volumes of data collected from
various traffic related sources (multisource-driven) is now referred to as data-driven
ITS.

According to Zhang et al. [65], data-driven ITS is defined as ITS where data-
driven methods and learning algorithms play a key role in optimizing system per-
formance. Data-driven ITS combines traffic engineering with machine learning,
artificial intelligence, operational research, and data science and brings a lot of new
challenges and opportunities related to big data [67]. Figure 1.1 illustrates how we
see the data-driven ITS, note this has been inspired by [65]. The essential compo-
nents for data-driven ITS are marked with bold orange frames and distinguish it
from technology-driven ITS. However, there is no solid line drawn to differentiate
what is ITS or data-driven ITS. Note that data-driven ITS is the natural evolu-
tion of ITS, even combining multiple ITS systems. Furthermore, not all layers,
illustrated in Figure 1.1, are necessary for each data-driven ITS.

The reason why Zhang et al. [65] refer to prior ITS as technology-driven ITS
is that its essential component is the technology of data collection, processing, and
enabling technology for information provision, and traffic control. Data-driven ITS
are conceptually built on these technologies. Ideally, they combine more technology-
driven ITS (multisource-driven). Multisource-driven ITS considers multiple types of
traffic-related data (speed, flows, travel times, occupancy, noise, pollution, weather,
etc.) collected even for different modes (such as motorway traffic, urban street
traffic, public transport, micro-mobility, or taxis). The aim here is to develop ITS
that unveils a multimodal understanding of travel patterns and their interactions
in the cities. The traditional ITS, according to Zhang et al. [65] usually limits itself
to a particular mode such as highway traffic or public transport and these systems
are typically isolated from each other.

A primary goal of data-driven ITS is to evolve from being re-active to enabling
pro-active measures. The re-active ITS system acts to problems that have already
occurred and tries to minimize negative consequences. Pro-active ITS would not
take measures limited in response to problems, but will try to forecast them and
take actions to minimize or avoid any impact on travelers or the system before the
problem arises. During the incidents, the forecast of demand and scenario-based
simulation that ranks different solutions (scenario-oriented) would be a part of such
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Figure 1.1: Illustrative scheme of data-driven ITS. Highlighted by orange frames in
orange color are components that distinguish data-driven ITS from ITS.

pro-active system.
The key for this is understanding regularities and traffic patterns in combination

with an accurate prediction of future traffic conditions. To extract this knowledge
from data, data-driven ITS needs to be learning-driven. Traffic pattern recogni-
tion (clustering) and prediction requires a substantial historical database of traffic
data collected over time. These are the core of data-driven ITS and contribute
to proactive and people-centric traffic control, scenario-based traffic management,
urban and traffic planning, and incident and disruption management strategies.

Data-driven ITS and proactive traffic management should ideally provide es-
sential information to travelers, such as travel time and demand prediction, online
routing, departure time suggestions, etc. Online routing can suggest to travelers
more appropriate paths or adjustments to their departure times, which can result in
shorter travel times or lower congestion in the network. Departure time suggestions
can help adjust travelers’ departure times to avoid the most severe congestion or
suggest that they not travel at all. The combination and collaboration of central-
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ized traffic management decisions with adequate information provided to people
(people-centric) has an immense potential to decrease congestion. Klunder and
Hoogendoorn [36] showed quantitatively in an empirical study that such people-
centric traffic management control in TMC would have an enormous impact on
time saved at very low cost.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This doctoral thesis is a collection of five research papers that address several
opportunities and gaps identified in chapter 3. The introductory text puts these
papers into a wider context of enhancing short-term prediction of traffic conditions
for large-scale transport networks. The relevant background and motivation is
presented in Chapter 1, literature review and state-of-the-art is discussed in Chapter
2. Identified research gaps and opportunities are summarized in 3 along with the
formulation of research objectives and questions. The research methodology is
presented in 4. Then paper by paper, the scientific contributions are summarized
in Chapter 6. Finally, we discuss the future research directions in Chapter 7.





Chapter 2

Literature review and
state-of-the-art

The literature review is organized into three topics: Traffic data and fundamen-
tal diagrams, short-term traffic prediction, and clustering. In the last two topics
the state-of-the-art in the context of this thesis is introduced from which relevant
research gaps are identified in the following chapter 3.

2.1 Traffic data and fundamental diagrams

Traffic data collection

There are several standard data types that represent traffic state, such as travel-
time, speed, flow, occupancy. In this work, we look at point sensor locations or
route segments, and specifically the travel times, speeds, and flows. Loop detectors
are traditional sensors, widely used in practice around the globe, that capture both
speeds and flow measurements. Moreover, they are proven to be successful and
highly effective in ITS systems and traffic management [36]. According to Klunder
et al. [37] loop detectors in the Netherlands have a random speed error of 5% and
for flow measurements the fixed error is -2% with random error of 5%. However, the
initial investment for such sensors are high and they require complex and expensive
maintenance.

Remote traffic microwave sensors (RTMS) are a cheaper alternative to loop de-
tectors . According to Coifman [17] RTMS are much cheaper option as one detector
can cover more lanes on the motorways, although, for flow measurements average
error is 10% towards loop detectors, the speed estimates are as good as from loop.
Coifman [17] conclude that flow measurement by RTMS should be sufficient for
many real-time applications, but can significantly underestimate average or annual
daily travel. It has also been shown in [17] that RTMS may not be sufficient for oc-
cupancy measurements and applications such as traffic-responsive ramp metering,

7



8 CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND STATE-OF-THE-ART

especially if one RTMS covers multiple lanes. The observations from loop detectors
or microwave sensors can be projected to predefined segments or links on the route
network, using for example a first order traffic model (CTM-v) using an ensemble
Kalman filter [3].

Another cheaper technology are cameras and vision with vehicle recognition.
Klunder et al. [37] reported that cameras have a fixed error -10% for flow measure-
ment with an additional 10% random error, while at the same time they show 8%
error for speed measurement. Although, cameras are a much cheaper alternative to
loop detectors, the cost-benefits analysis in [37] reveal that loop detector solutions
may be more cost-effective than cameras. This applies when the value-of-time for
each hour saved by using more accurate loop measurements is counted in.

Bluetooth sensors, that recognize Bluetooth and WiFi devices in their radius
are new emerging technology. According to Allström [2], for Stockholm motorways,
this source has low penetration rate 14-16% in contrast to microwave detectors used
there. This technology enables collecting travel times but also some travel diaries
of crossing sensors in the city. It can also be useful to help understand alternative
paths drivers take during incidents. Moreover, Bluetooth and WiFi devices regu-
larly change their MAC addresses for privacy reasons that limits collection of travel
diaries in long run. Additionally, sensors recognizes all devices carried by walkers,
cyclists, or many devices in one bus. To handle these challenges there are several
filtering layers.

However, many of these fixed sensors could be quite expensive, especially for
large-scale networks with urban streets. New emerging technology using Global Po-
sitioning Systems (GPS) that have high potential that allows covering large areas,
almost without limitations. Smartphones with a GPS chip are becoming more com-
mon, almost a norm. Smartphones are an essential part of our society and everyday
life. Even many commercial and logistic vehicles have GPS devices installed. Often
these data are referred to as floating car data (FCD) – where GPS locations are
associated directly to a vehicle. This technology enables collecting traffic data in
large-scale areas almost without any spatial limitations, including both rural and
urban areas. Since some GPS technology is commonly in smartphones or vehicles
already, no additional resources such as sensors are needed from authorities. How-
ever, this GPS data collection is usually done by private companies, and collected
data sold as a product. This and spatial coverage make GPS highly valuable and
still cost-efficient traffic sensors [4]. In the context of many urban roads and quite a
dense network, it would be tremendously expensive to use static sensors, and these
opportunistic sensors make large-scale data collection around the clock possible at
reasonable cost [34, 51].

Even though the spatial coverage of such a solution is theoretically without
limits, it is limited in the penetration rate of floating car data (FCD). FCD usually
covers a low proportion of vehicle flow. Anyway, FCD proved to be a good data
source for travel time and speed estimation in traffic management applications [34].
TomTom uses this type of data to annually update their congestion index for many
cities around the globe [56]. Notably, the costs of such large-scale data collection
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could be very low in comparison to many other data collection techniques that use
expensive sensors and infrastructure investment [34, 51]. All the above provides a
reasonable tradeoff between costs, and spatial and traffic coverage with considerable
potential in data-driven ITS. In recent years we have witnessed a large growth of
literature facilitating GPS or FCD for travel time estimation and prediction. GPS
technology is not limited to highways or single roads, but it expands to large-scale
urban road networks applications [32, 34, 51, 66]. To the best of our knowledge,
no work has been done that integrates all the essential parts for processing FCD in
real-time travel time prediction applications.

Previous studies investigated how useful FCD data could be when in traffic
management applications. For example, queue tail warning system with combina-
tion of FCD and loop detectors can reduce detection time and location error about
20%, if FCD that covers only 1% of traffic is used [36]. The study presented by
Klunder et al. [38] shows how loop detectors and a combination system of FCD
and in-vehicle routing advice ( people-centric proactive ITS application ) can lower
total delay in the network. Specifically, if this system covers 10% of vehicles in
traffic, the delay can be reduced about 0.8% on average, and 8% if it covers 90%
of the traffic. The associated value of time saved can reach 130 million euros per
year on the case study network [38]. This shows and confirms large potential for
information provision and people-centric proactive ITS applications.

Fundamental diagrams
Traffic attributes such as speed, flow, and density discussed above describe the same
traffic state if measured at a particular place and time. Thus, there are expected
relationships among them, traffic flow theory models the relationships between these
attributes. May [46] summarized evolution of the traffic flow theory relationships till
1994. To what we refer today as “basic” relationship was introduced by Greenshields
[27] in 1930 (see Figure 2.1(a)). It defines capacity as over-saturation of flow where
speed drops with the flow. According to May [46], the two-regime relationship was
proposed by several researchers in the period 1965-1985 (see Figure 2.1(b)). It
distinguished two separate regimes: free-flow and congested-flow regimes. Later in
1993, Hall et al. [30] introduced three-regime relationships (see Figure 2.1(c)). It
extends two regime to also include the new regime of capacity as the near vertical
line. This has also been adopted as a hypothesis requiring more evidence by May
[46] in 1994 and in the Highway Capacity Manual [45] in 2020.

These relationships are generalizations and can vary depending on route at-
tributes. These relationships can eventually serve as a tool for estimating one
traffic attribute from another. There is much literature about this type of estima-
tion. The most referenced is the US Highway Capacity Manual [45, 48]. Nielsen [47]
showed in an empirical study that these are reasonable estimates for non-queuing
conditions but not at the capacity level or for queuing conditions. Especially at the
capacity limit as a transition between non-queuing and queuing conditions, speed
is highly unstable with a significant variance of values that often appear as a nearly
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(a) Basic relationships (b) Two-regime relationships

(c) Three-regime speed-flow relationship

  Source: Highway capacity manual, 2000

  Originally adopted from: May, TRR, 1994   Source: May, TRR, 1994

  Source: Hall, TRR, 1993

Figure 2.1: Speed, flow, and density relationship evolution. (a) Basic relationship
introduced in 1935 (source: [27]). (b) Two-regime relationships 1965 - 1985 (source:
May [46]). (c) Three-regime relationships 1993 (source: Hall et al. [30])

vertical drop described in three-regime relationships. Furthermore, many empirical
studies have shown that the curve of the speed-flow relationship is surprisingly flat
for non-queuing conditions [1, 5, 8, 16, 19, 33, 47]. Figure 2.2 illustrates an em-
pirical example of the speed-flow relationship using two microwave radars on the
motorway in Stockholm, Sweden. The sensor (a) exhibits all three-regimes with
an near vertical drop at capacity and a very flat curve for non-queuing free-flow
conditions. However, sensor (b) does not seem to reach its capacity, but queuing
conditions are presented to some extent and most likely spread from other places
in the network.

To conclude, the speed-flow or other relationships are complex and, in certain
conditions, not well correlated. So, it can be challenging to estimate or predict one
from another in other as non-queuing conditions.

It could be particularly interesting to investigate how effective FCD speed ob-
servations could be when estimating flow attributes in the network based on it.
This can eventually result in much more cost-effective data collection and traffic
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Figure 2.2: Density heatmap illustrations of empirical speed-flow relationships by
considering 15 minute time intervals across two years 2017 and 2018. (a) Sensor
on the motorway with direction to the Stockholm inner city, close to ramps. (b)
Sensor on motorway. Adopted from Paper V.

management. For example, the opposite case of predicting speed from flow using
the three-regime speed-flow relationship is modeled in [19].

2.2 Short-term traffic prediction

Online data collection and processing play an indispensable role in data-driven ITS
and proactive traffic management. Suppose these data and other supplementary
traffic data are collected for a longer period. In that case, it may reveal and help
us understand the most common patterns that could be used as the basis for pre-
diction applications. This work finds short-term ITS prediction applications most
interesting, as they combine historical patterns with current “online” observations
to predict future traffic states. The most comprehensive overview of literature and
methods used for short-term traffic prediction is given in [59, 61]. Hinsbergen et
al [59] categorized short-term prediction models into three main categories: naïve,
parametric, and non-parametric.

Naïve models (such as historical mean, latest observed, or just a simple instan-
taneous model), without any complicated traffic model, have often been used in
practice instead of complex parametric models and artificial neural networks [60].
Implementation of naïve models is easy, computationally effective, and can save
resources. Some of these methods, e.g., instantaneous or the latest observed value,
do not need much historical data. However, the historical mean model needs them.
Another example is day clustering that relies on a rich historical database and be-
longs to naïve models, according to Hinsbergen et al [59]. However, we do not see
clustering as a prediction model but rather as tool that creates more homogenous
subsets for prediction models. Thus, in our opinion, this should be decided based
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on the prediction models considered for these clusters. Although, to the best of our
knowledge, most of the day clustering literature rely on the historical mean model,
and thus, indeed should be considered as belonging in the naïve model category. An
extensive literature review on day clustering is provided in the following subsection.
Naïve models are generally perceived as less accurate models than parametric and
non-parametric models [59].

Parametric models have received significant attention in the literature because
they can include knowledge of traffic processes by using simulation models. They
also usually need less data than non-parametric models. This is a very robust para-
metric approach utilizing traffic simulation known as Dynamic Traffic Assignment
(DTA) [6, 9]. DTA models with traffic simulation capabilities can emulate expected
driver responses and adjust predictions. However, DTA seems to be robust with
vast potential in the application of traffic management centers (TMC). The appli-
cation and calibration of DTA is very challenging. As a consequence, simple naive
methods have often been used in practice instead [60]. These simulation techniques
are often based on traffic flow theory. Other popular parametric techniques as-
signed to this category by Hinsbergen et al. [59], with much lower computational
complexity and easier implementation in practice, are based on time-series, such as
linear regression, ARIMA, Kalman filtering, and exponential smoothing. Exponen-
tial smoothing is a variant of ARIMA, which is very computationally effective and
with good performance.

Non-parametric models usually need a lot of data but are not without parame-
ters. These, as well as the prediction model, are both determined from the data. A
considerable advantage of these methods is that no prior knowledge of traffic in the
area is essentially needed. Thus, calibration or training is not challenging, and in
many cases, it can be easily re-calibrated, e.g., when new data are available. A no-
table drawback of such models is that situations or incidents that are not observed
in the data cannot be predicted appropriately. Some studies use non-parametric
regression, specifically k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), and relationships from traffic
flow theory. Clark [16] studied all combinations of speed, flow, and occupancy,
including the estimation/prediction of flows by speeds or vice versa using the k-NN
regression model. The study reveals a loss in estimation accuracy when one data
types are predicted by another. Prediction accuracy can be improved and is more
robust if all three data types are used in the regression model. The improvement
can be achieved by considering the three-dimensional nature of the traffic state
by considering flow, speed, and occupancy in the one model. Another approach
directly based on modeling of speed-flow three-regime relationship and enabling
prediction of speeds by flows is proposed by Einbeck et al. [19].

A data-driven dynamic Bayesian network model considering spatio-temporal
dependencies is introduced in [31]. Gaussian process regression is used by [52],
and further work with k-nearest neighbors extension that fit short-term travel time
prediction is shown in [11]. Jenelius and Koutsopoulos [35] propose multivariate
Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis (PPCA) in combination with paramet-
ric exponential smoothing to achieve more robust and accurate short-term travel
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time prediction than PPCA itself. According to Hinsbergen et al. [59] neural net-
works are the most common method in literature and they are capable of modeling
more complex non-linear and dynamic processes.

Machine-learning has two main approaches for prediction and classification mod-
els: supervised and unsupervised learning. With supervised learning, the labeled
data set or feedback of what is correct and incorrect must be provided. This can
be especially difficult for complex problems when the ground truth is unknown or
uncertain, and many patterns are just about to be discovered. This is the case also
for large-scale city urban networks where many unknown actors can affect the ob-
served traffic states. On the other hand, unsupervised learning discovers patterns
and structures in data on its own, without such feedback.

This thesis defines data-driven prediction models as models that use unsuper-
vised learning and could belong to any of the above categories. They both strongly
rely on data and traffic patterns present therein, and their complexity and cali-
brations do not require expert knowledge of local or traffic processes. This would
include almost all non-parametric models (not including complex neural networks
with extensive calibration and learning), time-series parametric models, naïve his-
torical mean, and day clustering.

Prediction in urban networks is a complex and challenging problem. With re-
spect to motorways, many more or less complex phenomena that could be difficult
to explain and measure are present in urban networks. Thus, they are often referred
to as uncertainties. Examples of these phenomena are unsignalized and signalized
crossings and intersections, many path alternatives, parking, and multi-modal in-
teractions and crossings with pedestrians, bicycles, public transport, trams, trains.
Artificial neural networks or DTA models with high complexity and parameters
would not be an efficient choice for prediction models in large-scale urban areas.
While naive methods would be easy to use, the true potential of historical traffic
patterns to unveil better prediction accuracy would be undiscovered. These complex
conditions are behind the reasons why data-driven prediction models are currently
the most accessible tradeoff of model complexity, computational costs, and resulting
short-term prediction performance for large-scale urban road networks.

2.3 Clustering and pattern recognition

Clustering used before applying a sophisticated or complex prediction model is a
recognized important step in data-driven ITS [40]. Day-type clustering has proven
to be the trigger of enhancing short-term prediction performance in comparison
to when no day-type clustering is considered [13, 14, 39]. In contrast, the possi-
ble benefits of spatio-temporal neighborhoods that exhibit similar spatio-temporal
attributes have not been investigated in the context of short-term travel time pre-
diction.

There is a large variety of clustering methods that vary across different fields
and applications. A few examples include: Optimal design of private and public
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service center locations [7, 20, 28]; clustering in the context of aggregation is a very
efficient tool for how to deal with the computational complexity of large problems
[12, 25]; salesforce deployment problem [28]; and many more. The transport field
seems to rely on commonly used clustering methods in machine learning such as k-
means, DBSCAN, Ncut. K-means [44] is probably the most popular and well known
clustering method because of its simplicity and high computational performance.
The analysis in [42] discusses clustering quality and computational costs of k-means,
DBSCAN [21], and S-NCut [54] which reveal that k-mean gives the best tradeoff of
quality and computational time needed. Very recently, [53] uses the spatio-temporal
correlation coefficient between traffic flows as the clustering indicator before using
the prediction model.

The pre-clustering of network-wide large area data set into day groups on their
similarities, as we use, was introduced in [42]. In this work, we will refer to these
groups of similar days as day-types. In combination with a classification of the new
day, these day-types have the potential to enhance prediction performance as each
prediction model can be trained for similar days and results in a better bias-variance
tradeoff. Furthermore, [42] proposes a methodology for generating a 3D-speed-map
for each day. This 3D-speed-map is the result of spatio-temporal k-mean clustering.
Day-types are revealed based on mutual information in these 3D-speed-maps.

The day clustering and 3D-speed-map were also utilized for short-term predic-
tion in recent years [14, 39, 42]. There are older relevant examples of day-type
clustering such as [15, 63]. For example, [15] considers 350 urban street loop de-
tectors and combines the observations, expert’s input, and calendar knowledge
when determining the day groups. In [63], a small case study of nine locations on
the highway is used. The day classification and clustering consist of several steps
that consider calendar knowledge, weather, and location parameters. Additionally,
the adaptive automatic itself updating framework for prediction is proposed there.
However, it does not intend to reveal the most representative set of day-types. In-
stead, it has defined criteria for adding the new daily pattern based on maximal
vertical differences. Considering some predefined parameters, it results in 60 - 200
day patterns in 366 days.

The crucial part of clustering is to decide the appropriate representative number
of clusters. When deciding the number of day-types and spatio-temporal neighbor-
hoods, the expert assessment [15] or internal evaluation indices are usually used
[14, 39, 42, 64]. The internal indices are isolated from the application. Further-
more, many internal evaluation indices have similar objectives as commonly used
clustering methods, such as k-mean or DBSCAN [22]. Thus, it is not surprising that
a method with a similar objective as the evaluation index would have a better score
than the others with different objectives. Furthermore, the objectives of internal
indices vary widely, and they are not consistent in pointing to a particular method
or number of clusters. The selection of good clustering or number of clusters is
a problem that is as difficult as clustering itself [50]. These issues with internal
indices and that they lack internal consistency among them led [14] to tailor a new
metric for day-type clustering. Importantly, the general recommendation when do-
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ing clustering is that the quality of clustering should ideally be demonstrated by
external validation criteria, expert assessment, or the utility in its intended ap-
plication [22, 24]. However, this would be quite a complex optimization problem.
Thus, it became common practice in transport literature to simplify the clustering
evaluation by internal evaluation indices isolated from any demonstration in the
application.

For large data sets such as extensive road networks or OD matrices, the number
of spatio-temporal dimensions on day-level can easily exceed thousands or hundreds
of thousands. Thus, it is not uncommon to see dimensionality reduction used before
the clustering [14, 39, 64]. However, its potential impact (positive or negative)
is not addressed, either in the context of short-term prediction performance, the
determination of the number of day-type clusters, or in the use of internal evaluation
indices.





Chapter 3

Research gaps and objectives

3.1 Research Gaps

According to the comprehensive overview of literature and methods for short-term
traffic prediction in [61], three main challenges relevant to our work are identi-
fied: Moving from small case studies of few segments or single routes to large-scale
network level; not limiting studies for motorways or major arterial but include ur-
ban streets to incorporate more of the heterogeneity of city road networks; and
using new opportunistic data sources such as FCD. Just recently Laña et al. [40]
highlighted that prediction models and data-driven ITS can benefit from grouping
data into more homogeneous subsets before training the prediction models. Be-
low we discuss these identified research gaps according to the literature review and
state-of-the-art.

The most challenging aspect is short-term traffic prediction in the context of
large-scale urban networks because of its complexity and data collection in the
urban areas. FCD data has been identified as a good and cost-effective source
of speed and travel time observations in urban networks [34]. At the start of
this doctoral research, we identified the lack of any comprehensive framework for
utilizing FCD data streams for short-term traffic prediction, which would involve
integrating map-matching, path-inference, link travel time estimation, as well as
the short-term prediction methodologies.

Large-scale networks, including urban streets, are heterogeneous with respect
to their physical attributes, signaling, locations, time of day, or day of the year.
Further, we identify a need for more homogeneous subsets of data that feed more
robust and accurate prediction models [40]. In transport literature, the day-type
clustering has proven to boost prediction performance of naive prediction models
[42]. However, the possible benefits of network partitioning have not been studied
in the context of short-term prediction. This is the next research gap we intend to
address.

In addition to clustering, determining the appropriate representative number

17
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of clusters can significantly affect the prediction performance. Standard practice
in transport literature is to decide the number of clusters by using one or two
internal evaluation indices isolated from the application [14, 39, 42]. This practice
has possible drawbacks that have not been studied in the context of short-term
traffic prediction and we identify this as another research gap.

The next research gap we attempt to address is the impact of dimensionality
reduction in short-term traffic prediction and internal evaluation indices while de-
termining the number of clusters. This is often used in day-clustering literature
[14, 39, 64] but its impact has so far not been studied.

Finally, the last research gap motivating this work is that most literature with
day clustering is exclusively limited to one traffic variable or data type (e.g., speed,
travel time, flows). Specifically, no studies appear to investigate the similarity of
day-types recognized by speeds or flows.

3.2 Research Objectives

Based on the identified research gaps we formulate the following research objectives.
The overall research goal is to propose an integrated framework for enhancing short-
term traffic prediction in large-scale urban networks. We see this framework as a
versatile methodology that can encapsulate any simple or more complex prediction
model independently of data type. We refer to it as integrated because it integrates
data processing, prediction, clustering, and interchanges in data types (e.g., clas-
sifying new days by speeds when predicting flows). Moreover, with this doctoral
project, several identified opportunities and research gaps introduced above are ad-
dressed and they contribute to such an integrated framework. These opportunities
are formulated into the following research objectives (RO) with specific research
questions (RQ) described in more detail.

RO1 Develop an integrated framework for short-term traffic
prediction in large-scale transportation networks

The framework consists of two connected parts. The first part considers FCD as a
potentially cost-effective and scalable source for online data collection of speeds and
travel-time estimates. In practice, FCD speeds could enhance data-driven short-
term traffic prediction for large-scale networks, including urban streets. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no integrated framework for all the necessary parts
– processing the stream of FCD to travel-time estimation and then to prediction.

The second part of the framework aims to utilize recognized historical spatio-
temporal neighborhoods and day-types for applying the short-term traffic prediction
models. Individually, as well as combined, these parts have considerable poten-
tial to provide cost-effective and robust short-term traffic prediction for large-scale
transportation networks. Such integrated framework should be:
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• Automated - Capable of automatic re-clustering and re-calibration of param-
eters.

• Continuous - Able to provide traffic predictions any time, including re-calibration.

• Versatile - Independent of traffic data type, clustering method, and prediction
method. These could vary based on the selection of experts, and they should
be easily applicable from one case study to another.

• Scalable - Scalability has an important role, and the methods used should be
computationally efficient and enable scaling the case study up in the future.

• Cost-effective - Reasonable cost, which should include computational resources
needed for clustering and training of prediction models and expenses con-
nected to the data collection.

• Robust - Provide a reasonable trade-off of short-term traffic prediction per-
formance, scalability, and cost-effectiveness.

• Real-time - Capable for deliver response as quickly as possible to ensure
prompt and accurate reactions. Ideally, in seconds after the request. Here, the
spatio-temporal neighborhoods and day-type clusters can help facilitate high
computational performance by resulting in many smaller sub-case studies,
which could provide both better prediction performance with lower response
time.

RO2 Improve short-term traffic prediction performance by
spatio-temporal partitioning and neighborhoods
There have been only a few papers covering the context of large-scale urban net-
works that deal with short-term traffic prediction. Applying the prediction models
to geographically vast and heterogeneous areas with a combination of motorways,
arterial, and urban streets could be challenging. To the best of our knowledge, no
such work studies the possible impact of the partitioning road network to smaller
more homogeneous clusters in the context of large-scale short-term traffic predic-
tion. Research questions (RQ) we would like to address regarding this objective
are:

• RQ2.1 What impact would partitioning large-scale heterogeneous urban road
networks into the smaller, more homogeneous neighborhoods by considering
their functional and spatio-temporal attributes, have on short-term traffic
prediction?

• RQ2.2 Can spatio-temporal partitioning of extensive networks into smaller
neighborhoods help facilitate real-time short-term traffic prediction?

• RQ2.3 Is there any bias-variance trade-off that could be optimized by the
appropriate size and structure of set spatio-temporal neighborhoods?
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RO3 Improve short-term traffic prediction performance by
day-type clustering
With this research objective, we aim to study possible benefits from grouping days
to clusters considering their similarity of network-wide traffic observations. It is not
uncommon in research to filter sets of days considered to be more homogeneous, as
prediction models then perform better. Usually, they look at regular work days us-
ing some calendar-based knowledge. Here we consider a data-driven approach that
uses real-world traffic observations when clustering days into day-type clusters. It is
vital for an application to determine an appropriate representative number of clus-
ters. When selecting the number of representative clusters in day-type clustering,
the common practice is to rely on internal evaluation methods that are isolated
from the application. We aim to test this practice by external evaluation that
considers short-term traffic prediction as a proxy for ITS applications. Another
common practice before day clustering in transport literature is to use dimension-
ality reduction [14, 39, 64], and we also plan to examine this practice regarding how
it can affect the clustering, internal evaluation indices, and short-term prediction
application.

As a baseline, to which the impact of data-driven day-types on prediction perfor-
mance is related, we use calendar-based day-types. The calendar-based day-types
result from clustering that considers calendar information about the type of day
and holiday, whereby it is independent from the traffic observations.

Research questions that we identify as essential to this objective that must be
addressed to enhance the short-term traffic prediction are summarized as:

• RQ3.1 Does internal and external evaluation result in the same selection of
clustering method and number of clusters?

• RQ3.2 Does data-driven day clustering outperform basic calendar-based clus-
tering?

• RQ3.3 What is the impact of dimensionality reduction on internal and exter-
nal evaluation methods?

• RQ3.4 How does the clustering method affect the clustering selection and
prediction performance?

RO4 Examine the interchangeability of flow and speed
observations in clustering, classification and short-term
prediction
As discussed, the speed-flow relationship is complex and under certain conditions
not well correlated, so it can be challenging to predict one from the other. Some
studies consider the predicting flows or speeds using other data-types [16, 19] by
using regression. Here we look at the problem differently. Instead, we look at how
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well day-types recognized by one data type can perform after projection to another
data type in the matching (classification) of a new day and prediction application
of latter data-type. The first step would be to know the similarity of day-types
recognized by speed and flow observations.

If the similarity is found within reasonable limits, we are particularly interested
in the possibility to interchange flow observations in the classification of a new
day by the speed observations. As FCD data represents the affordable collection
of speed observations, it may possibly be a vital choice that can save significant
resources.

• RQ4.1 Are day-types recognized based on flows and speeds similar, and how
they similarity can be determined?

• RQ4.2 To what extent are flows and speeds interchangeable in clustering and
classification for short-term prediction?





Chapter 4

Research methodology

This chapter presents the research methodology carried out to address each of the
objectives and research questions introduced above. We structure the text here
objective by objective.

RO1 Develop an integrated framework for short-term traffic
prediction in large-scale transportation networks

All papers contribute to an integrated framework. The main contribution of this
doctoral work is to enhance the short-term traffic prediction for large-scale hetero-
geneous networks. The output of these research objectives has been shaped during
this research and combines all elements that proved to enhance such short-term
traffic prediction. Figure 4.1 illustrates this framework which is not introduced in
this complete form in any of the included papers. The research methodology to
address this objective is presented here.

One of the motivations for this work is to consider urban streets, and thus, FCD
data are considered a source for speed and travel-time estimates. To the best of
our knowledge, no such work has been available to facilitate processing FCD data
from data stream, map-matching with path inference, travel-time estimation, and
its utilization for real-time short-term prediction. Paper I, gives a foundation for
facilitating FCD data for short-term travel-time and speed prediction application
in large-scale urban networks. However, suppose this part of data collection is
omitted, the framework would be general for any data type traffic observation such
as speed, travel time, flow, and occupancy. The source of these measurements can
be any observation entity. We refer to observation measurement location as an
observation entity, and it can represent various types such as point, radar, loop
detector, road link, route, route segment, origin-destination pair.

In Paper I, we used a smaller urban network area of 1,900 route segments, which
would be already recognized as large-scale, at the time. The hybrid multivariate
PPCA [35] was determined the best candidate as it fulfilled all requirements and

23
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of the integrated short-term traffic prediction framework
for large-scale transportation networks.

challenges FCD brings (such as noisy and missing data) and network-wide predic-
tion. This hybrid model considers past time-series in both PPCA and exponential
smoothing parts. Considering temporal neighborhood is quite common in many
parametric and non-parametric models. Not as common, however, is considering
the spatial neighborhood at the same time. We explore the use of spatio-temporal
neighborhoods, the temporal and spatial size could be determined during calibra-
tion of historical data.

The modification that considers its adjacent neighborhood for each link is in-
troduced in Paper I. This modification was motivated by smoothing the eventual
noise or missing data introduced by FCD in the past temporal dimension and ad-
jacent neighborhood. This extension turned out to bring minor improvement, but
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the demand for computational resources increased significantly. This modification
would not be a scalable approach with real-time performance for more extensive
case studies.

To simplify this in Paper II, we establish fixed geographical spatio-temporal
neighborhoods, which are not defined for each entity as in Paper I but create fixed
sub-sets of entities trained together in one PPCA model. For this, we explored
a much larger area of 11,000 route segments. Splitting the data set resulted in
more accurate and robust predictions while saving 60% of PPCA training time and
placing prediction time from almost 7 seconds down to 0.3. Thus, spatio-temporal
partitioning enhanced the short-term prediction for extensive networks and allowed
for better scalability, robustness, and cost-efficiency. This is the reason why we
recommend it for short-term traffic prediction for large-scale urban networks in the
proposed framework.

Spatio-temporal partitioning of road networks into neighborhoods has inspired
our further work. Another intuitive way to split the data set into smaller more
homogeneous subsets is day clustering. It is also very common in traffic prediction
literature to use only work days for two main reasons. First, these days experi-
ence high traffic volumes, and thus have greater importance for TMC. Second, if
weekends and holidays are excluded, they are perceived as a more homogenous sub-
set with morning and afternoon peak traffic patterns. The weekend and holidays
are known to have quite different traffic patterns as people do not need to travel
to work and school. Many prediction models have better performance if these two
day-types are recognized and the data set is split. This is also the initial motivation
behind considering day-type clustering for our framework. We refer to this process
of splitting data sets using calendar knowledge as calendar-based clustering, and it
is expected to enhance more robust and accurate models. However, the literature
usually does not cover all year day-types but focuses just on work day subsets,
including Papers I and II in this work.

Calendar-based day-types, as we define, do not consider any real-world traffic
observations. We have decided to investigate the grouping of days based on their
spatio-temporal traffic similarities instead. We will refer to these groups in this pa-
per as data-driven day-types. The day-types, both data-driven or calendar-based,
contribute to more homogeneous subsets and potentially enable to train more accu-
rate and robust prediction models. At that time, we adopted the methodology for
day-type clustering introduced in [42] and proposed quite a different approach with
less computational demand and comparable performance in Paper III. Paper III re-
vealed that day-type clustering enhances short-term prediction and initialized our
work on research objective RO4. Paper IV continues and further extends findings
regarding determining the most representative number of day-types in the network
for short-term traffic prediction and contributes to this framework. Finally, Paper
V looks at similarities of day-types recognized by speeds and flows and pioneer the
possible classification by speed observations, even when predicting flows.

It has also been only recently highlighted in [40] that this could be an essential
tool to enhance prediction in data-driven ITS, by creating more homogeneous sets
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Figure 4.2: Methodological framework for spatio-temporal network partitioning.

for prediction models.

RO2 Improve short-term traffic prediction performance by
spatio-temporal partitioning and neighborhoods

The above provides initial introduction to why we consider spatio-temporal parti-
tioning. Here we offer details about the research methodology for this particular
objective. The methodological framework that incorporates possible dimensional-
ity reduction, internal and external evaluation in determining the representative
number of neighborhoods is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

We do consider different partitioning strategies to unveil possible benefits of
such partitioning. Based on attributes considered in clustering, there are three
main categories of partitioning used here:

• Administrative - using administrative zoning to create neighborhoods.

• Functional - using attribute of each link and to which functional class it
belongs.

• Administrative & Functional - combination of these two.

• Spatial - using geographical coordinates.

• Spatio-temporal - consider geographical coordinates in combination with traf-
fic measurements.
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• No clustering - extreme case with one cluster covering the entire network
(network-wide prediction).

• Each route segment as its own model - Extreme case with as many clusters
as segments in the network (local prediction)

We summarize the selection of particular clustering methods for spatial and
spatio-temporal partitioning in chapter 4.1.

We address this research objective in Paper II with the case study of more than
11,000 route segments. For this size, the PPCA prediction model cannot return the
prediction in less than 1 second to be considered for real-time application. With
this large case study and selection of partitioning methods, we would like to answer
RQ2.1 if such partitioning improves prediction performance and enables real-time
performance (RQ2.2). Additionally, to address RQ2.3, we vary the methods and
number of clusters in spatial and spatio-temporal clusters to get some indication
whether there an optimal number of neighborhoods or their structure is possible
for short-term prediction application.

RO3 Improve short-term traffic prediction performance by
day-type clustering
To address this research objective, we attempt to maximize its potential. Thus,
we consider several clustering methods, and two prediction models naïve histori-
cal mean and more complex parametric exponential smoothing. Determining the
representative number of day-types plays a central role in this objective. To il-
lustrate the difference between using internal indices and the proposed short-term
prediction application performance, we adopted an illustration of methodological
framework from Paper IV (see Figure 4.3). Importantly, dimensionality reduction
as its effect on clustering evaluation, clustering methods, and final performance is
evaluated.

We consider several common and well-known heuristic clustering methods from
machine-learning (such as k-mean, hierarchical agglomerative, and spectral cluster-
ing). Because these methods are heuristic, they thus do not guarantee the quality
of the solution. We extend the studies in Papers IV and V with two exact methods
from location-allocation science. Both establish centroids of clusters and allocate
the days to fulfill well-defined objectives and constraints. The p-median is a utilitar-
ian problem that minimizes the total distance of all days to their assigned day-type
centroids. A-lex is quite different as it aims to establish pareto optimal location
of centroids and assignments. This is interesting as it attempts to improve the
allocation distance of most distant day, second, third, and so on. This creates
the potential to recognize outlier days better than other clustering methods. A
detailed summary of these methods is given in 4.1. Paper IV discusses how the
clustering method can affect the determination of the number of day-types and
resulting prediction performance, and thus, it answers RQ3.4.
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Figure 4.3: Methodological framework for determining the representative set of
day-types. Highlighted in blue is proposed alternative to the internal evaluation
indices. (Source: Paper IV)

To answer RQ3.1 in Paper IV, we varied the number of day-type clusters for each
clustering method and quantify their performance regarding the internal evaluation
indices and proposed external evaluation by short-term prediction performance.
Furthermore, to address RQ3.3, all experiments were performed and evaluated side-
by-side with dimensionally reduced data sets. Three variants of calendar-based
clusterings are used here as the baseline to investigate if data-driven outperforms
these. The results of this analysis address research question RQ3.2.

In Paper IV and V, along with naïve historical mean, which is usually used
with day-type clustering in literature [14, 39, 42], the exponential smoothing is
considered. This was designed to unveil the potential of day-type clustering also
for a more complex and powerful prediction model.

Note that to get more comprehensive results about day-type clustering effects
on performance of short-term prediction, we used MCS microwave detectors ob-
servations first, before the FCD data. There are two reasons for this. First, the
FCD contains noise and missing data, and in this initial study, we wanted to avoid
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any bias. Second, in Paper V we compare the similarity between flow and speed
recognized day-types, which would not be possible with FCD data only. In Paper
IV, we use flow observations, and in Paper V, both flow and speed observations.

RO4 Examine the interchangeability of flow and speed
observations in classification and short-term prediction

The Stockholm MCS radar network captures both flow and speed observations.
This circumstance allows us to evaluate the similarity of day-types recognized by
speed and flow observations (RQ4.1) in Paper V, without a bias that could be
eventually involved by considering observations from another network of sensors.
Furthermore, in Paper V, the various interchangeability scenarios of speed and flow
observations in classification and clustering are discussed. This addresses research
questions RO4.2. We have expressed before the motivation to use speed estimates
based on FCD data to classify a new day. However, travel times or speeds esti-
mated using FCD could be noisy or even sometimes missing. This noise or missing
observations has the potential to introduce bias to the study. To avoid this, we
opted to use speed and flow observations from MCS radars in a preliminary study,
which minimizes the likelihood for this type of bias. If this could be proved, the
study with FCD would be a natural continuation of this work.

4.1 Methods

In this section, we first discuss the short-term prediction methodology and later
the selection of prediction methods and clustering methods used in Papers III, IV
and V are briefly summarized in 4.1.

Short-term prediction

Short-term prediction is the approach ideally used to predict certain short future
horizons. It is common for short-term prediction methodologies to take advantage
of combining the historical traffic patterns with current-day observations. This
combination can help adjust the historical pattern according to the new day obser-
vations and thus result in more accurate and robust predictions. In all our papers,
we follow this trend.

In the first three papers, the multivariate PPCA method is used. Namely, the
hybrid multivariate PPCA [35] has been determined to be the best candidate as
it fulfilled all requirements and challenges FCD brings. In Paper I, we extend this
hybrid PPCA [35] to include exponential smoothing to smooth PPCA predicted
values by adding weighted residuals not just in past intervals. The extension stated
in Paper I considers smoothing predicted values by weighted residuals seen in a
directly connected neighborhood for each observation entity. For more details see
Paper I. Also noteworthy is that Paper I also showed that exponential smoothing on
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its own could perform exceptionally well compared to PPCA or its hybrid variants
for more extensive networks. At the same time, it needs just a fraction of the PPCA
computational resources used for training and calibration.

The other papers enhance the prediction performance by pre-clustering data
set into smaller, more homogeneous subsets. It is common to combine day-type
clustering with naïve historical mean [14, 15, 39, 42, 63]. Thus, we add parametric
exponential smoothing as a more complex prediction model in Paper IV and V
that involves the training of smoothing parameters. For spatio-temporal partition-
ing paper (Paper II), we use PPCA as a prediction model for each neighborhood.
Table 4.1 summarizes each prediction model used in each paper.

Table 4.1: Summary of prediction models used across the research papers
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Classification of the new day is an additional sub-problem associated with day-
type clustering and its application in short-term prediction. The classification or
selection of the day-type cluster for a new day can be made in various ways. The
most common and very efficient is distance-similarity-based classification when the
closes day-type to the new day is selected. There are many distance-similarity met-
rics, of which the well-known Euclidean distance is most commonly used in new day
classification [14, 39, 42]. Alternatives to this can be machine-learning classification
models such as Random Forest, Decision Tree, and Gaussian processes. However,
these would need calibration of parameters, which can be computationally demand-
ing. If the Euclidean distance classification of the new day is used, this is usually
associated with centroids of the day-type clusters. These could be represented by
mean and median in particular dimensions or as consensual centroids.
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Clustering

We do not see clustering as the prediction method itself but rather as the way to
organize more homogeneous subsets for the prediction models. Thus, the training
of prediction models on these subsets can be more accurate, robust, efficient, and
scalable. With clustering, we aim to establish two layers of clusters. First are spatio-
temporal neighborhoods recognized by spatio-temporal partitioning, and second,
are the most representative network-wide day-types. In both cases, clustering is
the process that aims to group data points (days or observation entities) into the
representative number of groups for a particular application. These data points are
grouped considering their similarities or distances in their multidimensional space.

We consider several well-known and commonly used methods. However, there
are only two methods we consider in both layers. First is k-mean, which is prob-
ably the most known clustering algorithm in machine learning. The second is the
location-allocation problem known as p-median, which we solve with exact algo-
rithm [26]. Heuristic algorithm for solving k-mean could also be seen as the heuris-
tics for solving p-median. However, the objective functions of these two problems
are quite different. P-median aims to select p data points as centroids of clusters to
minimize the total system distance of assigned data points to the centroids. While
k-mean aims to minimize the within-cluster variance and centers could be placed
arbitrarily in the space.

Paper II, considers also administrative distracting and grouping of the links
considering their functional class, as well as the combination of these two.

In papers III, IV and V, we also consider several other well-known and commonly
used machine learning methods known as agglomerative hierarchical clustering [62]
and certain variations of spectral clustering [55]. Table 4.1 summarizes the methods
used in each paper to establish neighborhoods or day-types. The final clustering
method considered is a-lex [10] that searches for Pareto optimal location-allocation
of days.

Paper I investigates neighborhoods when considering adjacent segments for each
route segment in exponential smoothing. Paper II investigates several network par-
titioning methods, including administrative districts, functional classification of
links in the road network, and data-driven clustering. Here, the p-median consid-
ers only geographical locations, while k-mean considers spatio-temporal attributes,
including the daily average travel times. No classification is needed here, as each
observation entity has a fixed predefined neighborhood.

There are two main categories for day-type clustering used in this work. Calendar-
based that relies only on calendar information and data-driven that uses traffic
observations when grouping days. When it comes to classifying the new day to a
day-type for the calendar-based day-types, it is predefined similarly as for spatio-
temporal neighborhoods. In other words, no classification or past observations are
needed to assign a new day to one of the calendar-based day-type clusters. The
alternative and very promising approach would be data-driven clustering that con-
siders traffic observations. Thus, it can unveil unexpected patterns in transport
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Table 4.2: Summary of clustering methods used across the research papers
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networks. Considering the traffic observations in clustering can benefit prediction
models compared to calendar-based clusterings. Note that before prediction, the
new day must be assigned to one of the day-type clusters by considering traffic
observation.

Data-driven clusters are associated with additional choices that have to be made.
The selection of clustering method is important but not the only choice. Data points
are grouped considering their distances or similarities. The metric for this must be
selected. It is quite common to use Euclidean distance, but other metrics include
Manhattan distance, cosine similarity, mutual information, rand index, etc. Then
the representative number of clusters must be determined, which is a highly complex
sub-problem. It is quite common to use internal evaluation indices (e.g., silhouette,
within-cluster similarity, and clusters dissimilarity). However, the recommendation
is to consider expert knowledge or performance in application. For high-dimensional
data sets, as is the case for transport networks, dimensionality reduction may be
beneficial to reduce both complexity and computational costs. Methods such as
PCA, kernel PCA, SVD, etc., will reduce the dimensionality of the data set.

In the remainder of this section the data-driven clustering methods used in
this thesis are detailed as they are not all formulated explicitly in all the papers.
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First, we define some general notation here. All clustering data-driven algorithms
considered in this work expect that the number of clusters G is determined as the
input. The network-day M -dimensional vector of day d is denoted as xd and data
set of all N days as X. Each clustering should result in the set of G clusters
C = {c1, c2, . . . , cG}, where X = c1 ∪ c2 ∪ · · · ∪ cG and c1 ∩ c2 ∩ · · · ∩ cG = ∅.

K-means

K-mean is a well-known and efficient multidimensional clustering method [44] that
attempts to minimize the within-cluster variance for defined number of clusters G:

argmin
c

G∑
g=1

∑
xd∈cg

‖xd − zg‖ (4.1)

Where ‖xd−zg‖ represents the distance or dissimilarity between two-day vectors
in our case. The algorithm places the G centroid vectors z1, . . . , zG anywhere in
the M -dimensional data set space as to minimize the within-cluster variance. This
problem is known to be NP-hard; thus, we use the efficient heuristic known as
Lloyd’s algorithm [41] which is implemented in most machine-learning libraries.

Spectral clustering (graph partitioning)

Spectral clustering [55] is a concept based on spectral graph theory. In each cut, the
algorithm removes the edges with the highest dissimilarities to create new discon-
nected sub-graphs. Considering this constraint, clustering is expected to result in
sub-graphs with high similarities and high dissimilarity between them. We use three
variations of this clustering in Papers III, IV, and V, one that uses nearest-neighbor
graph, cosine similarity matrix, or mutual information matrix.

Agglomerative clustering

We use agglomerative clustering with “ward” linkage [62] also known as a “bottom-
up” hierarchical clustering. Each day is represented by one cluster at the start. In
each step the algorithm merges the two clusters that minimally increase the total
within-cluster variance.

P-median

P-median is one of the classic problems in location analysis [12]. In our setting,
the main objective is to establish precisely G centroid days in the dataset X of N
days by minimizing the overall multidimensional distance between each day and its
closest centroid. Two binary variables describe the location-allocation decisions:
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adl =
{

1, if day d is assigned to centroid day l

0, otherwise,

bl =
{

1, if day l is selected as centroid day,
0, otherwise.

Clusters are established based on the assignment matrix value adl where each
day vector xd is assigned to a cluster centroid. The p-median problem can be
formulated as follows:

Minimize
N∑

d=1

N∑
l=1

sdladl (4.2)

subject to

N∑
l=1

adl = 1 d = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.3)

adl ≤ bl d, l = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.4)
N∑

l=1
bl = G (4.5)

adl, bl ∈ {0, 1} d, l = 1, 2, . . . , N. (4.6)

Here, sdl represents the distance between day vectors xd and xl. The objective
function 4.2 minimizes the sum of all distances between days and centroid vectors.
Constraints 4.3 ensure that each day vector xd is assigned to exactly one centroid
vector xl. Constraints 4.4 restricts day vectors exclusively to day vectors xl that
are selected as centroids, and constraint 4.5 ensures that exactly G centroids are
selected.

A-lex (lexicographic minimax)

The lexicographic minimax approach for location-allocation problems is introduced
in [49]. Following this formulation, we define Q as the set of all feasible location-
allocation patterns that satisfies the p-median constraints (4.3)-(4.6). Let D denote
the ordered set of all unique Euclidean distances ‖xd1−xd2‖ among the network-day
vectors ∀d1, d2 ∈ X in data set X, such that D1 denotes the maximal possible dis-
tance. Each feasible solution in Q is associated with two subsets [E1, E2, . . . , Ekmax ]
and [B1, B2, . . . , Bkmax ], where kmax denotes the number of unique distances. Each
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network-day vector x ∈ X is assigned to one of the subsets E1, E2 . . . , Ekmax . The
distance between the network-day vector in subset Ek and assigned centroid is Dk.
In our case when each network-day vector has the same weight, the Bk value is
the size of the subset Ek. The lexicographic minimal solution in set Q is one that
corresponds to the lexicographically minimal vector [B1, B2, . . . , Bkmax ] [43]. For
solving the lexicographic minimax problem, we use the very efficient approximative
algorithm a-lex [10], which only rarely results in non-optimal solutions.





Chapter 5

Data and case study

Stockholm, Sweden with its extensive and heterogeneous road network is used as
the case study area across the included papers. The area of Stockholm city is an
excellent candidate as its network is heterogeneous with many islands, bridges, bus
lanes, extensive highway system, main arteries, and urban and rural streets that
are not spatially distant due to the smaller size of the city. For illustration see
Figure 5.1.

In 2015 Stockholm was ranked the 92nd of 416 most congested cities in the world
[56]. However, Stockholm has also been a desired location for research projects
such as MMS, POST, and POST2 that supported this doctoral work. In KTH,
iMobility Lab, we have collected various data that capture the traffic states on the
road network infrastructure in the city. This thesis considers data collected from
2,000 MCS microwave radars and several years of 1,500 taxis FCD until August
2016.

In papers I and II, we used travel times and speed observations estimated for
15 minutes time intervals by processing a stream of FCD data from 1,500 taxis
operating in the Stockholm region. The methodology and processing of FCD data
for use in short-term prediction is detailed in Paper I. Road network coverage of
such a small number of demand-responsive vehicles may have limitations. These
are illustrated in Figure 5.2. The number of total taxi passages in 2014 on the
link segments can be large. Most evident is in main routes while most of the
small urban streets have only a few passages by taxis (see Figure 5.2(a)). When
looking at the rate of 15-minute intervals across the year, this is in line with yearly
observations. The many small urban streets have only less than 5% of time intervals
with estimated speed.

As discussed above, estimates from FCD data can be noisy and missing. In this
case, when considering 1,500 taxis, much data is missing. Motorways, main arterial,
and urban streets are covered to a reasonable extent, but not entirely. Additionally,
with FCD, only speeds and travel times can be estimated, but for TMC, the flow
and demand have greater significance. For these reasons, in the last three papers,

37
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(a)

Functional class

Speed limit 
[km/h]

(b)

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the road network of wider Stockholm, city center. (a)
Classification of link segments by assigned functional class or route. (b) Classifi-
cation of link segments considering their speed limit. (map data source: Open-
StreetMap)
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Observations

Rate of speed 
estimates [%]
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(b)

Figure 5.2: Illustration of taxi FCD data network coverage. (a) Number of taxi
vehicle trajectories observations on the link route segments in 2014. (b) The rate of
the number of estimated 15-minutes intervals relative to the total number of such
intervals in 2014 (365× 96 = 35 040). (map data source: OpenStreetMap)
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MCS radar

Figure 5.3: Visualization of case studies (map background: OpenStreetMap)

we consider flows and speeds observed on the MCS microwave radars located on
motorways around the city of Stockholm (red (class 0) and dark purple (class 1) in
Figure 5.1).

During this doctoral research, we established different case studies with varying
sizes and observed traffic attributes. Figure 5.3 illustrates all case studies on one
map, and Table 5 summarizes the sizes of the case studies and in which papers are
used.

In Paper III, 420 segments on the highway around Stockholm were used. The
travel times and flows used in this study were estimated by considering 2,000 MCS
radars and a first-order traffic model with ensemble Kalman filter [3]. Papers IV
and V use the historical observations of almost 500 MCS radars directly.

In Paper IV and V, we have selected 500 MCS radars that do not miss any 15
minute intervals in daytime (05:00 - 22:00) in two years, 2017 and 2018. This is not
because the methodology cannot handle missing data but to avoid potential bias
in the pioneering analysis regarding determining the representative set of day-type,
day-type similarities, and interchangeability studies. Before, they would be applied
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Table 5.1: Case studies and papers

Data source Size
Data type Papers

flow speed I II III IV V

FCD 1,886

FCD 11,340

MCS sensors 15

MCS segments 420

MCS sensors 499

to data sets with missing data and noise included in FCD data.
To highlight the highly demanding computation, implementing map-matching

and path inference for all FCD probes for 11,340 links in Paper II ran on 6 Intel Xeon
E5-2660 2.6GHz CPUs cores for two weeks. Travel time estimation is significantly
faster and consumes just a few hours. More than 140,000 PPCA models were
estimated, and it consumed almost 14 days on one core and not more than 30 GB
of computer memory.





Chapter 6

Scientific contributions

This chapter gives an overview and summary of the main contributions according
to stated research questions, paper by paper. The research objective(s) considered
in each paper is summarized in Table 6. The illustration to the component of the
integrated framework each paper contributes is highlighted in Figure 4.1.

Table 6.1: Relationship between papers and research objectives

Notation Research objectives
Papers

I II III IV V

RO1 Integrated framework

RO2 Spatio-temporal neighborhoods

RO3 Day-types in transport networks

RO4 Data type interchangeability

6.1 Paper I

The FCD data stream processing framework, which facilitates using sparse FCD
data for real-time traffic prediction of travel times on urban streets, is the main
contribution of this paper to the integrated framework proposed in this thesis. This
can enable classification by FCD speed observations when predicting traffic states in
the network. Another contribution is the extension of hybrid PPCA by considering
residuals in the adjacent neighborhood for each road segment. This presents three
significant contributions worthy of being discussed in more detail.

• The Framework incorporates steps needed to facilitate FCD data streams
for classification and prediction application. First, map-matching of the geo-
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graphical coordinates to the road network with trajectory path inference must
be used. This results in the trajectory observation of vehicle trips from which
the network segments’ travel times are estimated. The final step represents
travel time prediction or classification. The proposed framework operates in
real-time and predicts 1,900 network segments in less than a second. In total
it takes 25 seconds of computational time to map-match and estimate seg-
ment travel times from the incoming FCD data stream from about 1,500 taxis
for the previous 15 minutes, on a single computer core. This is an excellent
demonstration of the system’s scalability for real-time prediction for more ex-
tensive urban networks, as parallel computing can be easily applied to these
processes.

To the best of our knowledge, this framework is the first complete framework
combining all necessary steps for using FCD data streams for short-term traf-
fic prediction. The framework is autonomous, continuous, versatile, scalable,
cost-effective, and enables robust real-time prediction. Moreover, it fulfills all
stated expectations for the framework according to research objective RO1.
The computational efficiency of this framework allows scaling to significantly
larger case studies.

• The paper adopts and explores extending the hybrid PPCA methodology [35]
as to not only capture past time interval residuals for a new day, but also
individually across the adjacent neighborhood for each segment of the road
network. This extension showed improvements, especially for peak periods
with greater variance. However, calibration demands more computational
resources compared to PPCA or exponential smoothing on its own.

• Computational experiments also reveal that simple historical mean could be
sufficient for many time intervals during the day. During the morning and
afternoon peak, or when travel time variability is more significant, PPCA
variants do better with respect to exponential smoothing and historical mean.
Notably, the historical mean or exponential smoothing seems to be a suffi-
cient candidate for most time intervals during the day. Thus, computational
resources can be saved or focused on the times and locations where it matters.

6.2 Paper II

In this paper, the case study is extended to more than 11,000 road segments, includ-
ing many urban streets. Paper I shows the potential for improving prediction by
also considering residuals across the adjacent network segments. This inspired us to
investigate the effects of spatio-temporal neighborhoods of varying size and struc-
ture. Paper II summarizes our findings in this domain and extends our integrated
framework (RO1) about the layer of spatio-temporal clustering. The contributions
relevant for this thesis are:
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• Extension of the integrated framework (RO1) for spatio-temporal neighbor-
hoods layer helps to achieve better application performance, scalability, cost-
efficiency, and robust real-time performance for even more extensive case
studies. The prediction model for each neighborhood can be calibrated and
performed in the application in parallel, boosting the capabilities or opportu-
nities for more complex prediction methods. Thus, the paper also addresses
objective RO2.

• According to RQ2.1, smaller and more homogeneous neighborhoods enables
to reduce the calibration time needed for PPCA to less than 40% of the time
needed for network-wide calibration. We can see examples of improvement of
about 40% in the prediction accuracy on some segments with higher variability
of travel times. It is expected to achieve improvements also for other even
more complex prediction models.

• In scaling the case studies, the operational prediction times may exceed the
requirements for real-time applications. Considering the large case study of
11,000 segments in Paper II, the computational time needed to predict the
PPCA model using a single computer core grows to 6.5 seconds. By ap-
plying the spatio-temporal neighborhoods, this could be pushed down to 0.3
seconds. This partitioning saves 95% of the computational time and signifi-
cantly increases scalability, robustness and helps to facilitate real-time traffic
prediction for potentially much more extensive case studies. Importantly, it
also allows more complex and sophisticated methods to be used for larger
case studies than ever. This contribution addresses RQ2.2.

• However, Paper II does not intend to establish the most representative neigh-
borhoods to maximize prediction performance. It varies the sizes and cluster-
ing methods, and regarding RQ2.3 clearly indicates that appropriate neigh-
borhood size and structure can help establish better bias-variance trade-off.
Considering the overall prediction performance for all link segments, some
of the established neighborhoods in the paper outperform both network-wide
application of PPCA and its application to each link segment separately. How-
ever, note that optimizing each neighborhood’s structure, size, and number
would be computationally exhausting.

6.3 Paper III

This Paper adopts, utilizes, and examines the day-type clustering methodology pro-
posed in [42] to enhance robust short-term traffic prediction. Day-type clustering
is the objective RO3 of this thesis and represents the second clustering layer pro-
posed for our integrated framework (RO1). There is a potential for the day-type
clustering to have very promising impacts on the robustness and scalability of our
framework, similarly to spatio-temporal neighborhoods. The main findings and
most important contributions are summarized below.
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• The paper proposes a new day-type clustering methodology, which greatly
simplified the calibration process. It results in comparable prediction accuracy
with respect to PPCA or 3D-speed-map methodology, requiring just a fraction
of the computational time – thus contributing to RO3.

• Day-type clustering in combination with naive historical mean prediction out-
performs PPCA systematically. It shows that day-type clustering achieves
more scalable, robust and efficient performance and enhances short-term traf-
fic prediction in the thesis’s framework (RO1).

6.4 Paper IV

Paper IV elaborates on the idea of day clustering from Paper III. It mainly aims at
how the most representative day-types in the transport network can be unveiled.
The number of day-types is commonly determined using internal evaluation indices
that are isolated from the application. The possible effect of this choice on the
application has not been discussed in previous work. Furthermore, in most cases
and for most of the indices, the selection of clusters is vague as they do not always
clearly point to one representative selection [29]. The general recommendation,
also highlighted in [22, 24] is that the quality of clustering should ideally be demon-
strated by external validation criteria, by expert assessment, or the utility in its
intended application. We propose using short-term prediction performance as the
utility measure in the application to reveal the representative day-type clusters.
This all made the selection of representative clusters quite a complex problem, of-
ten simplified by internal indices that are easy to calculate. The main contribution
is to test this common practice with external validation criteria that expose the
clustering results to short-term prediction. The short-term prediction application
can also serve as a proxy for more general TMC applications. Note that this paper
uses traffic flow observations. The main contributions of this work are:

• The paper contributes to RO1 by exploring the extension of the integrated
framework by day-type clustering similarly to Paper III but putting a stronger
emphasis on the methodology of how the number of day-type clusters is de-
termined, which contributes to RO3.

• The paper’s main contribution is to reveal the most representative set of
day-type clusters for transportation network RO3. Addressing RQ3.1, re-
sults reveal that internal evaluation indices may underestimate the number of
clusters needed regarding prediction performance, but that this also depends
on the prediction model used, as shown in the paper. The historical mean
prediction model along with cluster selection based on internal indices could
exhibit a prediction performance loss of 20%. For the exponential smoothing,
which extends the historical mean by adjusting predicted values by consid-
ering past and current residuals, the loss in accuracy would be about 0.2%.
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Thus, the prediction model used can also play a significant role in application
evaluation.

• Addressing RQ3.2, the paper concludes that data-driven methods outper-
form calendar-based methods that do not consider traffic observations. For a
simpler prediction model such as historical means, the improvement in pre-
diction performance by data-driven day clustering can on average be 22%
greater. However, during the morning peak, it reaches 40%. For the expo-
nential smoothing model, it is 2.5% on average.

• The PCA dimensionality reduction can boost computational performance by
more than 20 times while also providing almost equal performance on all
internal and external validation indices. In the considered case study, 90%
of the variance in the dataset is explained by only 0.1% of spatio-temporal
dimensions. This addresses RQ3.3 and shows that the PCA technique is a
great candidate for more extensive case studies with hundreds of thousands
of dimensions.

• The combination of day-type clustering and proper determination of the re-
quired number of clusters enables for simple historical mean prediction to
outperform the exponential smoothing, when no day-type clustering is con-
sidered. This reveals that the naive historical mean prediction model can
possibly outperform the parametric model that does not consider prior clus-
tering. Note that this improvement is slight, but using the same day-type
clustering structure with exponential smoothing helps to make the prediction
much more robust. To conclude, this shows that the framework is versatile,
and a variety of prediction models can benefit from it. Thus, it contributes
to RO1 and RO3.

• The paper answers RQ3.4 by evaluating several clustering methods. Inter-
estingly, the clustering methods that perform best with internal evaluation
indices may perform worse in the application. The best performance is ob-
tained by p-median clustering with the exact algorithm, which has signifi-
cantly higher computational costs than clustering by heuristics for k-means,
agglomerative and spectral clustering. Especially agglomerative or k-means
clustering consumes up to 60 times less computational resources for very sim-
ilar prediction performance to the p-median clustering.

6.5 Paper V

The paper discusses the speed-flow relationships and the similarity among day-
types recognized by speed and flow observations. This addresses objective RO4,
and research question RQ4.1 about revealing day-types in transport networks and
similarities between speed and flow recognized days. This paper also contributes
to RQ4.2 when studying four data type interchangeability scenarios. For example,
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interchanging speed and flow observations in classifying the new day and short-term
prediction. The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as:

• The paper investigates several similarity measures. Results reveal that ad-
justed mutual information score (AMI), which is a well-known external index
for clustering evaluation, cannot be adequately related to prediction perfor-
mance in application. AMI considers the difference in a day’s assignments to
the day-type clusters, and is thus isolated from the performance in the ap-
plication. The paper contribution addressing RQ4.1 here is that AMI, which
could be the first choice in practice when comparing clusterings, does not
reflect the difference in prediction performance. Thus, the paper proposes
and shows that comparing similarity by day-type centroids instead does to
some extent reflect the similarity in prediction performance. It can help to
estimate the required number of clusters and select the clustering methods
with the highest cross data type similarity performance. To conclude, when
it comes to the similarity of day-types, it matters which clustering method is
used for the data type and number of clusters considered.

• As shown in the paper, the flows cannot be adequately predicted by relying
on speed observations with less complex methods. However, a more sophisti-
cated prediction model such as exponential smoothing that adjusts prediction
based on residuals, can become a reasonable alternative. Even calendar-based
data types that do not use any observation in classification but rely on cal-
endar information can give a reasonable tradeoff of costs, complexity, and
performance in combination with a more complex prediction model. There
is a fair indication that classification based on FCD speed observations could
eventually be a vital option. These are important findings towards RO4.

• When using flow observations for predicting speeds, the performance of speed
prediction gets a significant boost compared to the case that relies only on
speed observations. This demonstrates the possibility that clustering based
on flow observations may be suitable for predicting both flow and speed data
types and thus save resources in clustering and training prediction models.
This is interesting indication regarding RO4, however, note that flow data
collection is usually more expensive than speed or travel time measurements,
especially for large urban networks.

• Another general contribution confirmed in this paper is that pre-clustering
systematically improves short-term traffic prediction, for all prediction meth-
ods and clustering methods tested.
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Discussion and future directions

City-level short-term traffic prediction is an essential tool for proactive traffic man-
agement. It can support many TMC applications such as information provision
applications (e.g., centralized online navigation platform), incident handling, and
scenario-based traffic management. As shown in [38] such people-centric ITS could
achieve astonishing results with minimal resources needed. This can also benefit
from many existing and new data sources considered in multisource-driven ITS,
including data coming from connected vehicles/drivers in the future. This would
provide essential information and suggestions in real-time. Using real-time traffic
observations and historical patterns (such as day-types) can help deliver more ac-
curate and robust short-term predictions. Furthermore, recognized day-types show
the possible evolution for the rest of the new day. This allows TMC to make de-
cisions that would better handle incidents and regular congestion. At the same
time, such a TMC data-driven ITS system could also be scenario and simulation-
oriented, for which short-term prediction plays a key role. To conclude, learning
and prediction are at the heart of modern and proactive scenario-oriented ITS or
simply just data-driven ITS according to [65].

Combined with spatio-temporal clustering, these data-driven prediction models
can represent the baseline solution for TMC that can easily be implemented and
calibrated with cost-effective and reasonable performance. The more sophisticated
neural networks or traffic model-based prediction models should be superior. Fur-
thermore, the need for more complex models can likely be limited to cases not seen
in historical data before or a need to model driver response. More evidence would
be needed to evaluate how superior neural networks and model-based prediction
models are in normal conditions or incident scenarios.

Further, a better and deeper understanding of representative neighborhoods or
day-types can also find application in urban planning and many simulation appli-
cations. These day-types show how the progression of traffic states have been for
such days in the past and how new days that are similar may have similar traf-
fic patterns. These could be done both city-level or in particular neighborhoods.

49
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Both day-types and spatio-temporal neighborhoods show they can facilitate more
scalable, robust and cost-effective traffic predictions in real-time. TMC can take
advantage of these techniques in their daily routine.

City-level short-term traffic prediction is an enormous and challenging task that
needs to process and utilize vast amounts of data efficiently. An integrated frame-
work that enables this was the main objective of this work. This methodological
framework uses spatio-temporal and day-type clustering to split data sets of large-
scale heterogeneous areas into smaller, more homogeneous subsets. Thus, the pre-
diction models can be trained more efficiently for each cluster. As shown in Papers
II, III, IV, and V, this all helps to provide accurate, robust and cost-effective pre-
diction. The data-driven prediction models we have considered in these papers are
variations of historical mean, PPCA, and exponential smoothing.

However, more complex parametric prediction models such as DTA or neural
deep networks can also take advantage of the proposed framework. Results of the
extensive computational experiments reveal that both spatio-temporal and day-
type clustering help achieve more robust, scalable, and efficient predictions. In
addition, it was shown that the framework can be applied to large heterogeneous
areas and fit different traffic attributes such as travel time, speed, and flow data
types. Importantly for the application in practice, this framework has a proven
potential to perform in real-time, which therefore can support real-time scenario
traffic management in TMC, for example.

When predicting flow, classification by speed observations results in significant
loss in prediction accuracy for the naive historical mean method. Nevertheless,
if used with a more complex prediction model, the accuracy loss is limited. Ad-
ditionally, even the calendar-based day-types that do not need observations for
classification with a more complex prediction model can offer viable prediction
performance and save computational resources. Although using calendar-based
classification with exponential smoothing, the current daytime traffic observations
would be needed to consider residuals in the prediction model. Thus, these re-
sources would not be saved by using calendar clustering. Considering current and
past time intervals observations as with exponential smoothing can be especially
beneficial for rare incidents not observed in the data and help adjust predicted
values closer to observed patterns on that day.

In contrast, flow-based clustering may in fact help classify and predict speed
observations somewhat better than when using clustering based on the speed data
type itself. This is most likely because flow values vary more than speeds during
the day and between days and can produce more essential day-type patterns that
speed prediction can benefit from.

The work reported in this thesis has also contributed to two master’s thesis
works with day-type clustering topic, namely: master thesis XIV reveals the day-
types using ODs inferred from toll portals around Stockholm, Sweden; and master
thesis XV considers large-scale Origin-Destination (OD) dynamic matrices for pub-
lic transport.
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7.1 Future research directions

In most of the papers, we have studied the spatio-temporal neighborhoods and
day-type clusters separately. Thus, work that reveals the benefits of a complete,
integrated framework that combines these clusterings is a natural direction for
future work. From our preliminary but as yet unpublished results, we already
know it helps to achieve more robust and accurate prediction results. It could also
be particularly interesting to consider more complex methods along with historical
mean and exponential smoothing.

When analyzing the classification and prediction errors in Paper II, IV, and V,
we have seen that the best-performing combination of a prediction model, day-type
clusters, and spatio-temporal neighborhoods may vary from day-to-day or location
to location. Thus, it is recommended to enhance the framework by considering en-
semble prediction models that classify the most likely best performing combination
of a prediction model, spatio-temporal neighborhood, day-types, and data type.
The classification for such an ensemble method can be trained and used to assign
the most likely best performing combination for a particular day and observation
entity. We have already started in this direction using a preliminary analysis of
the rankings of these combinations. This has been presented at a conference and is
planned to be published in the future.

A limitation of this work is that in Paper V, speed observations used for classifi-
cation are from the MCS radars that measure both speeds and flows to be predicted,
at the exact same location. According to the proposed framework, which suggests
using FCD speeds for classification to cover large urban areas at reasonable costs
this is a limitation, since FCD speeds would not be taken from the same location as
the flows. However, this work shows some promise if the more complex prediction
model is used. Thus, the natural continuation of this work would be to unveil how
the speed estimates from FCD projected to locations MCS radars that capture also
flow observations could be efficient for flow prediction.

Studying the stability of new day classification during the day concerning the
number of day-types can also be of interest. It can be beneficial for TMC to
have relatively stable classification during the day; even a certain number of day-
types will not give the best but still good performance. The stability of new day-
classification could thus be another aspect for consideration regarding the tradeoffs
for practical application.

Future research can also consider more modes, such as public transport. Namely,
in the Stockholm region, the increased availability of data concerning public trans-
port provides significant opportunities. It includes real-time GTFS data, smart card
passenger data, as well as FCD from buses. Including public transports’ travel pat-
terns can help us build a much wider and more dynamic image of city transport
flows. The individual travel diaries from smart card data can help us study how
public transport users reacted to various historical disruptions. The initial study of
disruption management when knowing individual users’ travel diaries is examined
in paper VI. Paper XII analyzes the impact of transport network disruptions using
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multi-modal data on highways and public transport. Other studies that concern
smart card data and individual travel diaries are in papers VII, VIII, IX, X, and
master thesis XV. Master thesis XV explores the day-type clustering on the dy-
namic Origin-Destination matrices inferred from these diaries and their use for OD
short-term prediction application, including the stability of classification. Master
thesis XIV reveals day-types of flows crossing the city center using the dynamic OD
matrices inferred from toll portals. Considering public transport would contribute
to a more comprehensive picture of how the city moves. Furthermore, consider-
ing various modes can unveil new understanding and interaction patterns among
various modes in normal or incident conditions.
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